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SOUTHEAST ASIA AND MALAYSIA - Though faced with many challenges, it is still an inspiring 

success story. KFC has a strong supply chain network to cater to its increasing demand in 

Malaysia. 
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Abstract 

Kentucky Fried Chicken also famously known as KFC is a world renowned chain of fast food 

restaurant, especially chicken related items. It was founded by Harland Sanders and was 

incorporated in the year 1955.Today it is headquartered in Louisville, Kentucky in the United 

States of America. Currently, it ranks as the second largest restaurant chain post McDonald. It 

is present in approximately 120 countries and has around 19000 outlets globally. The company 

though was an independent brand initially, but now comes under the Yum! Brand.  

Yum! Brand today also has Pizza Hut and Taco Bell chains under its umbrella. KFC is famous 

for its fried chicken made with herbs and spices. KFC restaurant chain today employs around 

16000 employees. It initially started in a motel owned by Harland Sanders (PLATT, 2012). But 

seeing the popularity and love for his fried chicken, Sanders took his recipe to the roads to 

make it more famous. He then started franchising with restaurants to include the famous fried 

chicken in their menu.  

Within ten years of incorporation, by 1963 KFC had more than 600 franchised and rising. As 

the business grew it became too big for Sanders to handle. Thus, Sanders sold his business to 

investors by 1964 for $2 million and a per year salary of $40000 which later rose up to $200000 

later. By the time Sanders sold KFC he was making a $300000 profit before tax. KFC soon 

became one of the fastest internationally growing fast food chains and expanded to Canada, 

Mexico, Britain and Jamaica in the early 1970s. KFC now operates under the “Yum! Brand”. 

Today, KFC operates across Asia, Africa, North and South America, Europe and Australia. It 

is like a synonym for fast food and a stiff competitor of McDonald.  
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